
 

Sales People Today Are the Last Big Unexploited Profit Opportunity. 

 

Why? 

Because many firms are not experts in sales 

competency.  It’s not surprising when you think 

about it – because firms set out to be experts 

in what they do! 

Yet here’s the challenge.  If you don’t have 

great sales people, then even if you have a 

great product you’re not going to do as well as 

you should!   To paraphrase an old saying “you 

may have the best mousetrap in the world, but 

if you can’t convince your customers of that …..  

Then you aren’t going to make money”. 

Back as far away as 2000, McKinsey published research that showed that high performing sales people 

deliver 67% more revenue per annum than average sales people – so why has this knowledge still not 

been fully exploited?  Because firms have not yet adopted the right tools for the job. 

What Tools? 

Role specific assessments that are proven to identify who to hire – and what training they need.  Yes, 

even good sales people will need some training – why – because for decades, sales training has been 

based on the ‘sheep-dip’ principle, so many sales people will have had the same training, yet they 

have not been effectively trained for the job they are expected to perform. 

How Can This Be? 

Simple, sales is not one job – in fact it is as diverse as say medicine.  Would you want an allergy doctor 

to carry out brain surgery on you?  No – no more would you expect a retail sales person to be able to 

sell a large outsourcing deal, or a capital intensive deal for heavy plant and equipment.  But if you 

don’t assess sales people against the job you want them to do – how do you know who you are hiring?  

And – how do you know what gaps they have in their capabilities to effectively do the job you need 

them to do – even after all that ‘training’ they have already received? 

SalesAssessment.com has identified over 30 completely different sales roles – and we are different.  

Why?  Because for almost 10 years we have been assessing sales people against the capabilities they 

require to do a specific job in sales – very accurately.   

Recent research by Aberdeen Group showed that using a pre-hire assessment tool on first-year sales 

reps resulted in them being 37% more likely to achieve quota compared with non-adopters. Now, this 

may sound like a tool that only blue chip organisations can deploy but in actual fact it can be as simple 

as running a 30 minute skills assessment to find out whether or not your new executives can actually 

sell. Far less risky than dropping them into the field and testing this on your precious customer base! 



 

 

Most company’s do not have the expertise in house to develop these levels of differentiated role 

assessment – so recruitment is usually by ‘past record in a competitor’, which at best is no guarantee 

of future success working with you! At worst, you may be hiring your competitor’s failures, just 

because they come from your industry!    

Furthermore, any development your new sales person may have received is most likely to have been 

whatever the sales person’s line manager feels they need  - and how many sales managers do you 

know who are experts at sales competencies?  None I hope as this is not their job!    

So why are sales managers normally the oracle for what sales training is required – because most firms 

don’t have anyone else who could do it either!  So sales training is done on a best guess basis – not an 

accurately analysed need basis.   

No wonder that the UK government, when they surveyed 85,000 firms in 2012, found the 58% of firm’s 

surveyed said that their sales people lacked basic customer handling skills!  What a damning 

indictment of the sales ‘profession’. 

Assessments cost money!  Yes, but only a tiny fraction of what companies lose every day through lost 

deals, bad customer experience, money paid to people who can’t do the job, wasted management 

time.  Why put up with that when you can find out the truth? 

Sometimes people are afraid of the truth. They must be the rich companies – the ones who can afford 

to squander revenue and customer good will – rather than the majority of companies who would 

prefer to deal with issues today and get things fixed, probably quicker than you may have expected! 

So, now you know you can do something about it – what’s stopping you? 

Get in touch today: enquiries@salesassessment.com or @salesassessment 

Or via our Partner ACS: sigrid.moschner@acsvienna.com  


